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1. Residential environment and territorially functional structure 

One of aspects of conceiving environment. in a cit.y is t.he conception of resi
dential environment. This conception considers towns and settlement sys
tems as environment for life, especially for human housing. Residential en
vironment is defined as that part of human environment in which mainly 
the complex function of housing is materialized. Housing is a process of 
cyclically repeating and changing activit.ies of inhabitants aimed at reproduc
tion and development of their life. The function of housing includes not only a 
simple accommodation, but also activities connected with family life and 
housekeeping, family economics, newly with business (when run directly in 
the domicile), leisure, self-realization, et.c. It is composed of natural, technical 
and social environment. The residential environment can be understood as 
interior (flat and house) and exterior (Horky, I., 1984). 

Its differentiation on the urban territories has its laws given by the inter
action of hist.orical and present-day aspects of physical-geographical position, 
social-economic function and social differentiation. The evaluation consists in 
identification and quantification of positive and negative aspects of housing 
and quality of life in different types of residential districts. The research 
methods used are mainly the field research and mapping, using of statistical 
data and position analysis. Individual characteristics of flats or of their in
habitants are not object.s of research. 

The problem's structure is the following: 
a) characteristics of flat resources 
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evaluation of technical equipment of flats (category or different equip
ment), 
evaluation of using of flat resources, 
evaluation of household's equipment by objects of long-term consumpt.ion 



b) characteristics of house resources 
- houses according to their ownership (family houses, private, communal 

and co-operative flat houses), 
- height level of houses 
- material of supporting walls 
- character of housing (streets, loose, blocks of flats) 

c) characteristics of natural environment and its state 
relief inclination 

- mesoclimatic conditions and their impact on health 
green areas, their extent, proximity and quality 
pollution of natural environment directly influencing the quality of resi
dential environment 

d) characteristics of residential district 
- technical infrastructure for housing 
- local social infrastructure 

e) social characteristics 
- structure of population 
- stability of popUlation 
- presence of risk groups of population and security factor 
- acceptability for establishing social contacts 

o characteristics of location 
- with respect to work possibilities 
- with respect to extra-local services 
- with respect to recreation areas 
- with respect to transport facilities 

The above-mentioned 21 factors do not form an absolutely exhausting list. 
They are mainly factors which can be quantified or at least qualitatively de
fined and evaluated. The evaluation is done from the viewpoint of the resi
dential function, that means from the viewpoint of the inhabitant of the giv
en residential district. In the same time, there is an interference of general 
factors (typical for different types of residential districts) which become ob
jects of generalization with the individual ones. 

The most general possibility is to compare the residential environment of 
different towns or of their parts. Accessible statistical data or elaborated 
typologies can be frequently used. This approach can offer certain global 
characteristics which would rather illustrate the position of different resi
dences in the system of settlement and in localizing the system of national 
economics, the degree of urbanization and the physical - geographical re
gion. Nevertheless especially in the case of towns, it gives too averaged val
ues which, because of an increasing social differentiation, do not illustrate 
the real state of residential environment. A certain possibility to approach 
the reality might be using this approach for generalization of a more de
tailed research work. The representation of different types of residential 
districts, the characteristics of which will be generalized, will help to evalu
ate the real structure of the residential environment quality even in the in
ter-urban comparison, without nevertheless taking into account individual 
factors. 
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Such generalization must be preceded by an analysis of residential envi
ronment within towns and settlement systems. According to present-day 
findings, following principal types of residential districts (which can be 
further divided into subtypes) can be classified: 

- urban brick flat houses of the pre-industrial, industrial and between-
wars period, 

- flat houses of early socialist period built in streets, 
- estates of prefabricated blocks of flats, 
- working class and Romany lodgings, 
- residential districts of villa-type of the pre-war period, 
- after-war family houses built in streets, detached or semi-detached, 
- suburbs at principal roads. 

The empirical research can attribute certain typical characteristics to each 
of the above-mentioned types or sub-types. Different types (which can be per
meable mutually and with other functions) form on the territory of towns a 
structure which can be in a certain way generalized. This structure in combi
nation with individual characteristics of residential environment gives a de
finitive view on differentiation of residential environment quality in towns. 
This structure can be cartographically mapped and analysed from the point 
of view of residential and functional structure of towns and definition of re
construction zones. The quality of residential environment is likely to be soon 
exprimed by flats and lots prices. In this sense, it is related also to the so
called housing problem. 

The methods of our analysis of the residential environment quality consist 
in putting together the evaluation of statistical data on different residential 
districts on the basis of data on houses and flats resources from the census of 
inhabitants, houses and flats on March 2, 1991, and possibly also other sta
tistical data and field mapping and analyses of different residential districts, 
streets and houses. Experience of analyses of the social environment level in 
different types of housing (Vaishar, A., 1988) have been used. Also the 
method of analysing territorial and functional structure and territorial clash
es has been used for identification of residential districts problems. 
Statistical data, if disposable, are used for possible specification and quantifi
cation of problems. The method has been verified during a several-year basic 
research Vaishar (1989, 1990, 1995) and in application studies in number of 
Moravian towns. Evaluation of territorial and functional structure has been 
done from the viewpoint of penetration, or neighbourhood, of functional zones 
with a more pronounced negative impact on the residential environment 
(production and transport zones) and with stressed claims on the quality of 
environment (recreation zones, residential and near-centre facilities). 

An attentive reader will certainly notice that all the criteria of residential 
environment evaluation, given in the theoretical part, are not discussed in 
this paper. Some of them are not relevant at the level of town wards part or 
urban districts, others are hidden in the complex of other evaluated items. 
When analysing the residential environment, the attention was aimed main
ly at the following aspects: technical equipment and using of housing re
sources, type and age of housing resources (compare Ocovsky, S., 1989), local
ization of residential district with regard to sources of pollution and to envi
ronment deterioration, aesthetic qualities of environment, quantity and qual
ity of green areas, equipment, social environment (compare Hapl, L., Link, J., 
1985). 
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The first stage of evaluation of the internal differentiation of the residential 
environment has been done according to different town wards. The further 
stage has been devoted to a detailed analysis of the town ward Brno - Centre 
according to different urban districts. Only urban districts with residential 
function have been taken into consideration. From pragmatic reasons, individ
ual urban districts have been identified with residential districts, although in 
fact they can be composed of several districts or represent a mixture of differ
ent types of buildings. Following aspects have been evaluated: parametres of 
housing (technical equipment, density of population), functional clashes, state 
of social environment, possibility of compensation of stresses in green areas. 
Different aspects have been evaluated by a point scale within the interval 1 to 
5. The verbal description of point values is the following: 

Housing: 
1- the best technical equipment of housing resources, the highest habitable surface per 

person, the lowest number of persons per room 
2 - a good technical equipment, a high habitable surface per person, a low number of 

persons per room or inconsistent characteristics among which positive aspects are never
theless prevailing 

3 - average characteristics of housing or inconsistent ones with a globally neutral aspect 
4 - a bad technical equipment, a low habitable surface per person, a high number of per

sons per room or inconsistent characteristics with a prevailingly negative aspect 
5 - the worst technical equipment, the lowest habitable surface per person, the highest 

number of persons per room 

Functional clashes: 
1 - neither in the urban district, nor in its neighbourhood, there are no activities dis

turbing residential function 
2 - there is a less important functional clash with transports or medium clash with ac

tivities in neighbouring urban districts 
3 - there is a more important clash with transports or industry or several less impor

tant functional clashes or an important clash with activities in neighbouring districts 
4 - there are very important clashes, or possibly medium important clashes in a greater 

quantity and in the majority of the territory 
5 - the urban district is a place of complex functional clashes, possibly even stressed by 

clashes in the neighbourhood 

The state of social environment: 
1 - a stable environment of districts with family houses with normal age structure of 

population and without disturbing effects 
2 - a relatively stable environment of older mixed housing with minimum of disturbing 

effects 
3 - social environment of near-centre territories with relatively stabilized population, 

but with a great number of newly arrived which diminishes the level of social control, so
cial environment in neighbourhood oflarge parks with a reduced level ofsecurity 

4 - social environment of districts of newer flat houses, mainly in open areas, character
ized by a low level of social control and with a high instability of population 

5 - social environment of deprived town quarters with a higher frequency of socially fee
ble and unstable strata of population 

Compensation of stress factors through green areas: 
1 - the urban district is rich in green areas, mainly in combination of family houses gar

dens, of gardens near social facilities, of trees in streets and of smaller parks 
2 - the urban district has a sufficient quantity of green areas which are possibly com

pleted by green areas in the neighbourhood 
3 - in the structure of the urban district, green areas, possibly completed by green areas 

in the neighbourhood, are represented 
4 - the urban district has less important green areas or there are more important green 

areas in the neighbourhood 
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5 - the urban district nearly lacks green areas and even in the neighbourhood, there are 
no larger or qualitatively satisfactory green areas 

We are aware that the individual evaluated aspects are not complete and 
not equally important. We nevertheless suppose that any equal importance 
cannot be objectively settled, as its character is subjective. The most deficient 
lacking factor is generally considered as the most important one. For that 
reason, when interpreting the results it is necessary to take into considera
tion always not only the total sum of points, but also their structure. In ur
ban wards, it is necessary to take into consideration that their residential en
vironment can be largely differentiated and the average level must not ex
press the state of each of its parts. As the same criteria have been used for of 
evaluation of town wards and urban districts of Brno - City, extreme values 
for town wards do not appear in certain criteria. 

2. Brno town in the period of transformation 

The evaluation of the residential environment level and of the territorially 
functional structure must be also based on the evaluation of functions of the 
town in the period of transformation. Brno is the second most important 
town in the Czech Republic and the most important centre of Moravia. It has 
390,000 permanent inhabitants (1994), about 80,000 persons are regularly 
coming to study, to work, to use the services or other facilities in the town. 
The position of the town in the national system of settlement (for more de
tails, see Vaishar, A., Mikulik, 0., Zapletalova, J., 1995) corresponds to its 
advantageous localization, to its historical development, early connection to 
the railway net and to the localization of some supraregional functions. 

Among the basic urban functions of Brno, we will mention mainly the fol-
lowing ones: 

- commerce and trade fairs 
- science, schools, culture, innovation 
- industries 
- transports and storage 
- central servicing 
- tourism 
- administration 

Realization of the above-mentioned functions must be reflected in the in
ternal structure of the town and in its environment. Situation in three model 
problems sets has been analysed: transports, green areas and of retail trade 
distribution (Vaishar, A., Mikullik, 0., Zapletalova, J., Bartak, R., Dokoupil, 
M., 1995). A comparison with towns of similar size in Italy and Great Britain 
has shown that the present decisive feature of the decision making process in 
the sphere of the structure of the town and its environment in the conditions 
of the Czech Republic is namely the transformation, that means also to 
search optimal forms of town administration and their low stability. 

According to Zahradnicek (1993), there are two basic conceptions: one of 
them is based on the opinion that Brno has already reached its maximum 
and that a further development is not desirable, the other one is convinced 
that the prosperity potential of the town is not yet exhausted and that, on the 
contrary, new sources have appeared. According to our opinion, the problem 
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of the development essence is important. A further quantitative increase of 
population is really undesirable and, in addition, it is opposed to the present 
development trends of towns in the corresponding stage of urbanization. On 
the other side we are convinced that a qualitative development, understood 
as development of the prosperity of the town, is not only desirable, but that 
new sources can be found. This qualitative development must nevertheless 
take into consideration not only the town in its administrative limits, but the 
whole urban region which will be progressively penetrated by suburban ac
tivities. 

The traced perspectives will certainly reflect into the progressive recon
struction of the internal structure of the town and of its individual wards. 
Mainly the following changes can be considered: Clearance of the large and 
heavily devastated industrial areas near the railway station will improve the 
environmental situation of that zone. On the contrary, a deterioration of en
vironment can be expected as a consequence of a rapid increase of individual 
transports. This increase will be due to realization of all the above-mentioned 
functions. For that reason, the solution of transports problems is the major 
task of the town development. Following partial problems are concerned: in
terconnection of internal and external transports, transfer of the railway sta
tion, conception of the airport, parking facilities in all parts of the town, pub
lic transport organization, solution of transit roads, etc. 

Equally the problem of residential environment is important in the 
sketched connections. The residential environment is probably the most im
portant aspect of the environment from the human viewpoint. The culture of 
the residential environment should largely correspond to the cultural impor
tance of the town. Another topical problem is the competition for human re
sources between towns and regions. At present, an absolute growth of popu
lation is not important, but it is necessary to gain elites of different branches 
of human activities. A good residential environment can be one of the most 
attractive offers of Brno for these persons. 

The small and middle business has some other claims on the residential 
environment. It is important to harmonize the residential and the work func
tions of different districts. The transformation changes also other aspects of 
the residential environment, the differentiation of the residential environ
ment is increasing. The question naturally is, in which extent, in which time 
and in which proportion Brno will be affected by suburbanization processes, 
that is by a transfer at first of commercial and work activities and conse
quently also of housing from the inner city and by the gentrification, that is 
revitalization of the residential environment in the inner city (Sykora, L., 
1993). 

3. Evaluation of the Brno residential environment 

On the basis of the above-mentioned methods, the evaluation of residential 
environment has been done in different town parts. The results are shown in 
Figure 1 and in Table 1. 

The worst evaluated town wards have been Brno-Centre and Brno-South, 
where the functional clashes are the most intensive. Already this statement 
shows the necessity of a corrected correlation of obtained results. Although 
the central part of Brno and the industrial ward Brno-South have approxi
mately the same characteristics of a not very good housing, of scarce green 
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Fig. 1- Brno: Quality of dwelling environment: 1 - very good (7-8 points - see Table 1),2-
good (9-10), 3 - medial (11-12), 4 - poor (13-14), 5 - very poor (15-16) 

areas, of migration of socially deprived population and of clashes of varied 
functions, including an intensive transport of all kinds and of industry (in
dustrial works are even older in Brno-Centre), the attractiveness of both 
quarters is diametrically different. While Brno-Centre is highly attractive , 
Brno-South really represents one of the worst addresses in the town . The 
cause can be hardly quantified, but in the case of a town centre there is a ge
nius loci which will make of the centre the principal point of the town even in 
the process of the expected suburbanization. 

Another group of town wards with functional problems is located in the 
south-eastern sector. Average levels are given to unilaterally developed es
tates of blocks of flats and also to number of larger town wards with diversely 
developed functions. In the last case, the average evaluation is rather a re
sult of making an average of quite different values than a homogenous quali
ty. 

Ancient country settlements at the town margins have been mostly evalu
ated as level 2. Their main functional problem is their distance from the cen-
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Table 1 - Evaluation of residential environment in Brno town wards 

part A B C D total part A B C D total 

1 Bohunice 3 3 3 3 12 16 Weil 4 3 3 1 11 
2 Bosonohy 3 2 2 1 8 17 Medlanky 3 2 2 1 8 
3 Brno-sever 3 3 3 2 11 18 NovY Liskovec 3 2 2 1 8 
4 Brno-stfed 3 5 4 3 15 19 Obfany-Malomefice 4 3 3 2 12 
5 Bystrc 3 3 4 1 11 20 Ofelln 4 2 3 1 10 
6 Cernovice 4 3 3 4 14 21 Re~kovice 3 2 3 1 9 
7 Chrlice 3 3 3 3 12 22 Slatina 4 4 3 4 15 
8 Ivanovice 3 2 2 1 8 23 Sta..y Liskovec 3 3 3 3 12 
9 Jehnice 4 2 3 1 10 24 Tufany 4 3 3 3 13 

10 Jundrov 3 1 2 1 7 25 Utechov 4 2 2 1 9 
11 Knini~ky 3 2 3 1 9 26 Vihohrady 3 3 4 2 12 
12 Kohoutovice 3 2 4 1 10 27 Zabovfesky 2 2 2 2 8 
13 Brno-jih 4 5 3 4 16 28 Zebetin 3 2 2 1 8 
14 Komln 3 2 3 2 10 29 Zidenice 4 4 4 3 15 
15 Kralovo Pole 3 3 3 3 12 

Key: A - housing level, B - functional clashes, C - state of social environment, D - green 
areas 

tral activities. On the other hand, when compared to blocks of flats estates, it 
is a more natural way of settlement, where this deficiency is compensated by 
other functional advantages. 

As far as green areas are concerned, the situation of Brno is not bad, main
ly in the northern half. Certain problems are to be found in central and near
centre quarters, where green areas in the interior of blocs and in parks have 
been partly displaced by parking facilities and other equipment and in the 
southern part open to the agricultural landscape with prevailing arable land. 

The total image of the residential environment differentiation in Brno in a 
relatively complex conception and according to individual town wards is the 
following: The best residential environment is in the town wards of the west
ern half of the town, in many cases in spatial1y separated annexed settle
ments. Among the inner parts of Brno, the bes! residential environment is in 
Jundrov and Zabovresky, on the other side in Reckovice and Medhinky. They 
are town quarters mainly in an articulated relief directly linking with large 
forest areas in the neighbourhood of the town and with a high ratio of family 
houses in the housing structure. Similar characteristics are to be found in 
some new blocks of flats estates, as for instance in Kohoutovice and Komin, 
while the majority of the other ones reach only average values. 

An average residential environment can be found in the majority of inner 
parts of Brno, a typical one being Kralovo Pole. Until 1919, this town quater had 
been an independent town. Since that time, it has maintained many elements of 
the structure of an independent town with all the types of housing and function
al clashes. With the criteria used, it must necessarily represent a mean value. 

4. Detail: Brno - Centre 

On the territory of the town ward Brno - Centre, there are all functional 
zones of a town, that is the centre, the subcentral zone, the industrial zone 
including the energetic centre, the transport-storage zone, the residential 
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zone, the recreation zone and even agricultural areas. Differently from the 
majority of other town wards, it can be considered as a full-value town. 

The relief of this town ward is diverse. Its central and north-western part is 
forIIted by arti,!!ulated grounds of isolated hills, the most important of which be
ing Spilberk, Ziuty kopec, Kravi hora and Cerveny kopec on the right Svratka 
River bank. The southern and partly also the western part in the meadows of 
the Svratka and the Svitava Rivers have a plain relief. The contact zone be
tween the articulated relief of the northern part and the flat relief in the south 
probably were, together with the Svratka River ford, the initial localization fac
tor of the town constitution. The Svitava river, forming the western border of 
the town ward, was the initial localization factor of the industry. 

The centre of Brno is limited by the historic city, once situated inside the 
walls. A great part of the centre is pedestrian zone. The southern part is 
closed by the railway station. From the point of view of individual transports, 
parking becomes a serious problem. 

The housing resources of the near-centre zone are partly very precious. 
They are mainly older flat houses in classical street form. A great part of res
idential buildings and complexes have a great urban and often also architec
tural value and have rather large and we]] organized flats. Their technical 
state, given by the age of the housing resources, represents often a problem. 
Valuable is the proximity of the centre, as we]] as sufficient green areas in 
parks and within the blocks of houses. The intensive transit transports are a 
disadvantage. 

Eastwards and south-eastwards from the centre, the subcentral activities 
are in a bizarre way mixed with production areas. In these parts, the subcen
tral zone has become a refuge of the socially deprived population. This fact 
deteriorates the level of social environment and sensibly reduces the attrac
tiveness of the near-centre zone. 

The project "Southern Centre Brno" is being realized at the southern mar
gin of the centre. There will be mainly super-urban tertiary and quaternary 
activities profiting of the very advantageous position as far as of the connec
tion to the external transport systems, completed by housing and green ar
eas. This part of Brno could play in future a decisive part in connection of 
Brno to the external world. 

The industrial zone is situated at the eastern and southern margins of the 
town ward Brno-Centre. The older eastern part is limited by water courses, 
the younger southern one by the transport zone next to the railway station 
and today also by a highway junction. Sporadica]]y, there are also isolated 
older industrial works, for instance in Stare Brno, on the territory of the 
town ward Brno-Centre. 

Among the both industrial districts, the eastern one including the ener
getic centre of the town and the oldest factories of textile and machinery in
dustries, is more problematic. The problems are due not only to exhalations, 
but also to the state of buildings and mainly to the mixture of industrial and 
other activities, housing included. In addition, this industrial zone is situated 
in the immediate proximity of the centre and limits the eastward develop
ment of the near-centre zone. The localization of the southern industrial 
zone, including research institutes and other modern infrastructure, is more 
advantageous. The zone crosses the borders of the town ward Brno-Centre 
and continues southwards. 

One of the most serious functional clashes is the transport situation in the 
town ward Brno-Centre, where local transports intersect the urban and the 
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Fig. 2 - Panoramic view of Brno-central part (postcard) 

inter-urban ones. The basic problem of the public transport system is its 
crossing and its connection to the external transport system. Electric trans
port traction does not pollute the environment, but. it affects t.he environment 
by noise . 

The problem of the Brno railway station has been discussed since a long 
time. Its location at the eastern margin of the centre was optimal in the past 
and even today it is very advantageous for the inhabitants and the visitors of 
Brno. Its transfer to t.he south is motivated by efforts to enlarge the centre in 
this direction and by capacity reasons. The Brno bus station at Zvonafka is 
probably one of the largest in Central Europe. Its accessibility from the 
northern parts of Brno, where building of new houses estates was recently 
concent.rated, is however problematic. Parking is a great transport problem 
in the centre. Brno nearly lacks great capacity lay-by garages and parking 
places at the centre margin. 

The inner transport circular road uses areas situated at the place of the 
ancient town walls demolished at the beginning of the 19th century. At pre
sent, this system is beginning to be congested in consequence of a rapid de
velopment of individual transports. As the external circular roads by-passing 
the inner town are not yet finished, this serious functional clash is even ag
gravated by transit transports. 

An important residential zone ~ith a high part of family houses has devel
oped in the articulated relief of Zluty kopec and Kravi hora. Initially, they 
were quarters of high middle classes of the Brno population. This housing is 
characterized by a stable social environment (given also by the ownership sit
uation), by a higher individuality of residential environment, by a higher 
standard of technical and social equipment and of surface per habitant and 
by a relative abundance of green areas. The distance from the centre is not 
great, connection through trolleybus transports is optima\. The location of 
the district is prestigious. 

Housing caRacities mixed with infrastructure and other activities are char
acteristic for Styfice southwards from the centre. Less marked residential 
districts are also in other parts of the town ward Brno-Centre. They are old 
flat houses from the period between two wars, from the fifties and from later 
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periods. The transport position of Styfice is also advantageous. However, 
housing resources are partly obsolete. The quality of social environment is 
lower because of a higher migration and ageing of population. Green areas 
are less frequent. Some parts of this residential zone are affected by an inten
sive traffic. 

The residential districts in the eastern margin of the town ward are com
posed of low standard flat houses, initially intended for workers. But there 
are also buildings intended initially for middle classes. At present however, 
practically all the housing resources are devastated, locally quite devastated 
and abandoned. The social environment is problematic. There are practically 
no green areas in that part of the town and if some, they are not maintained 
and their state is very bad. 

Although the main recreation areas for Brno inhabitants are situated at 
the town margins, even Brno-Centre disposes of number of areas for a short
term recreation of its inhabitants and visitors. An important recreation zone 
is the castle hi11 Spilberk directly in the centre. The recreation function of 
Pisarky had to give ground at first to trading activities and today also to the 
circular road. Important recreation areas are also the Luzanky park, the 
Kravi hora zone with observatory, swimming pool and health area and num
ber of smaller parks and public green areas. 

A specific green area is the central cemetery at the southern margin of the 
town ward. At present however, town parks have become less safe, mainly at 
night hours. 

A specific Brno zone is the exhibition grounds, built in 1928 in an attrac
tive zone of the Pisarky valley. Some of its constructions are architectonic 

Table 2 - Evaluation of the residential environment in the town ward Brno-Centre 

part A B C D total part A B C D total 

1 hrad Spilberk 3 1 3 1 8 34 nam. Miru 2 1 1 2 6 
2 nam Svobody 3 2 3 3 11 35 Rezkova 1 1 2 2 6 
3 Zelny trh 3 4 4 3 14 36 Gorkeho 3 2 3 3 11 
4 Janafkovo divadlo 3 2 3 2 10 37 Konecneho nam. 2 2 3 3 14 
5 Pekafska 4 3 4 4 15 39 MaAova 4 2 4 4 14 
7 Vaclavska 3 3 4 4 14 40 U stadionu 3 2 3 4 12 
8 Nove sady 3 4 3 4 14 41 Dfevafska 3 2 3 3 11 

9 Uvoz 3 3 3 3 12 68 tf. kpt. Jaro§e 3 2 3 3 11 
10 Zluty kopec 2 2 3 2 9 70 PfiCnf 4 4 5 5 18 
11 RyMfska 2 3 4 3 12 71 Soudnf 5 4 5 5 19 
12 Kamenna 4 1 3 2 10 72 Hvi!zdova 5 4 5 4 18 
13 Bakalovo nabl. 3 2 4 4 13 73 Tkalcovska 4 5 5 5 19 
14 Strail 2 3 4 3 12 74 Vranovska 4 3 5 4 16 
15 Havlenova 3 2 4 2 11 92 Spitalka 4 5 5 5 19 
16 Vsetinska 2 3 3 3 11 96 Skofepka 4 5 5 4 18 
20 Vinai'ska 2 2 2 2 8 97 Stavebnf 5 5 5 5 20 
22 Neumannova 2 1 2 2 7 98 Masna 4 4 5 4 17 
23 Kamenomlynska 1 1 1 2 5 100 Uhelna-Opustena 3 5 5 4 17 
27 Cerveny kopec 1 1 1 1 4 102 Rosicka 5 4 3 4 16 
33 Vailkovo nam. 2 1 2 2 7 

Key: A - housing level, B - functional clashes, C - state of social environment, D - green 
areas 
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dominants of Brno. Among the main problems of the exhibition grounds, let 
us mention the transport connection and an insufficient social infrastructure 
in the immediate neighbourhood. Parking places are insufficient for the pre
sent traffic density. Depart of visitors after the end of working hours regular
ly causes a transport collapse. 

The inter-urban structure of Brno-Centre has developed historically. In 
its time, location of each activity had its logic. The last fifty years have af
fected the Brno-Centre structure less than the other town wards. The pre
sent problems of the inter-urban structure are logically those of the inner 
parts of historic cities in interaction with physical ageing of objects. The 
years of socialism were characterized rather by non solving of existing prob
lems. 

The main territorially functional clash of the urban ward Brno-Centre is 
the conflict between transports and the other functions and equally the con
flict between different transports types and routes. Although this problem is 
apparent mainly in the urban ward Brno-Centre, it is the result of the trans
port system of the whole town. A serious conflict problem is that of the east
ern industrial zone and mainly of terrains between the railway and the bus 
station. Another conflict represents the building and structure state of cer
tain parts of the near-centre zone. 

An evaluation of the residential environment has been done only for the 
districts with residential function. The non-residential districts have been 
taken in consideration when analysing the neighbourhood effect. Evaluation 
of individual districts is given in Figure 3 and Table 2. 

On the territory of the town ward there are not only all the functional 
zones typical for a town of Brno size and function, but nearly the whole spec
trum of problems of residential environment (with exception of spatially sep
arated block of flats estates and former villages attached to Brno relatively 
recently). Extreme levels of the residential environment quality are at one 
hand in the districts of family houses in Stranice and Pisarky with a stable 
social environment, sufficient green areas and a low intensity of functional 
clashes, and on the other hand in the districts with damaged housing re
sources in Zabrdovice and Trnita with a high occurrence of socially problem
atic groups of population, lacking green areas and serious clashes between 
their housing, productive and transport activities. 

The average level of residential environment is to be found mainly in resi
dential districts in the central and in a great part of subcentral zones, mainly 
in the northern and western corridor. The indices of housing level reach aver
age values, green areas are sufficient, functional conflicts are due mainly to 
clashes with intensive transports and to a great quantity of different activi
ties. Even. here there are socially problematic groups of inhabitants either 
living there or bound to the railway station or other activities. 

5. Conclusion 

The paper has been initially intended as an information for the Brno town 
council. Its aim was not to evaluate the regional differentiation of the resi
dential environment quality for the needs of the decision making process in 
view to improve it, but to include other problems, namely air pollution moni
toring, into the global environment situation in the town from the viewpoint 
of the inhabitant. We do not suppose that its importance should consist in 
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Fig. 3 - Brno-center: Quality of dwelling environment: A - very good (4-7 points - see Table 
1), B - good (8-10), C - medial (11-13), D - poor (14-17), E - very poor (18-20), F - areas 
without dwelling function 

concrete evaluation of the residential environment differences, which should 
be more or less known in the Brno decision-making sphere . On the contrary, 
intuitive findings about the differences of the residential environment quali
ty in Brno have shown us that our method correspond to the reality as known 
empiricalJy. It induces a certain probability of illustrating principal differ
ences in the residential environment quality even in an other, not quite 
known town. 

The aim of this paper has been to present the philosophy of one approach 
to the analysis of the residential environment in towns. We wanted to intro
duce the residential environment as a relatively complex category formed by 
natural, technical and social factors . It is also an attempt to present an alter
native to the ecological evaluation of environment stressing mainly biological 
aspects. 

In any case we did not want to calculate the quality of the residential envi
ronment on the basis of fixed algorhitms or to elaborate generalJy usable 
methods of its evaluation. On the contrary, we would like to stress traditional 
geographical methods as observation, field mapping, interviews, etc. The ex
perience in perceiving the life of a town and of its individual parts can some
times better reflect the reality than exact methods. 
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Shrnuti 

OBYTNE PROSTREDI A UZEMNE FUNKCNI STRUKTURA MESTA BRNA 
V OBDOBI TRANSFORMACE 

Jednim z aspektu chapani Zivotniho prostl'edi ve meste je koncepce obytneho prostl'edL 
Obytne prostl'edi je definovano jakota cast zivotniho prostl'edi Cloveka, v niz se realizuje 
pl'evazne komplexni funkce bydleni. Bydleni je proces cyklicky se opakujicich a promenu
jicich cinnosti obyvatel, zamerenych na reprodukci a rozvoj jejich zivota. Obytne prostl'edi 
se deli na vniUni (byt a dum) a vnejiii. Sklada se z aspektu pfirodnich, technickych a so
cialnich. 

Hodnoceni kvality obytneho prostl'edi byl9 provedeno ve meste Brne v obdobi, ktere je 
charakteristicke transformacnimi zmenami. Uzemi mesta Brna bylo hodnoceno podle mest
skych casti, pfiCemz mestska cast Brno-stred byla analyzovana podle urbanistickych obvodu. 
V uvahu byly vzaty aspekty kvality a obloznosti bytoveho fondu, funkcni strety nepfiznive z 
hlediska obytneho prostl'edi (z nich nejcastejsi je naruseni prosUedi tranzitnf dopravou), 
kvalita sociaIniho prostl'edi (tj. prostredi tvoreneho samotnymi obyvateli sledovanych obyt
nych casti) a kompenzace nepfiznivych environmentalnich jevu prostl'ednictvim zelenych 
ploch. Kazdy z uvedenych aspektu byl hodnocen bodovou skalou v rozmezi 1 - 5. 

Nejhure byly hodnoceny mestske casti Brno-sUed a Brno-jih, kde dochazi k nejinten
zivnejsim stl'etum funkcf. V pfipade centra Brna je vsak nutno brat v uvahu vysokou 
atraktivitu plochy a historickeho prostredi. Dalsi skupina mestskych casti s funkcnimi 
problemy se nachazi v jihovychodnim sektoru. Prumerne jsou hodnocena jednak funkcne 
jednostranne rozvinuta sidliste, jednak !'ada vetsich mestskych casti s rozmanitymi 
funkcemi. V poslednfm pfipade je ovsem prumerne hodnoceni vysledkem zprumerovani 
rozdilnych hodnot. Hlavnim funkcnim probJemem byvalych venkovskych sidel na okrajich 
Brna je jejich odlehlost od centralnich aktivit. Na druhe strane ve srovnanf se sidliStijde 0 

pl'irozemejsi zpusob osidleni. 
Celkovy obraz diferenciace obytneho prostl'edi ve meste Brne v relativne komplexnim 

pojeti a podle jednotlivych mestskych casti je nasledujicf: Nejkvalitnejsf obytne prosUedi je 
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v mestskych i!&stech zapadni poloviny mesta, a to v mnoha pfipadech v prostorovtl od
dt!lenych pfip'ojenych sidlech. Z vnitfnfch casti Brna je nejkvalitntljsf obytne prostfedi 
v Jundrove a Zabovfeskach a na druM strantl v Reckoviclch a Mendllinkach. Jde 0 mestske 
casti zpravidla v clenittljsim reliefu, bezprostfedne navazujicl na rozsahIe lesni plochy 
v okoli mesta a s vysokym podilem rodinnych domu ve struktufe zastavby. Podobne 
charakteristiky maji i nektera nova "sidlisttl", z nichz nejkvalitnejsf obytne prostfedf je 
v Kohoutovicich a Komine, zatimco vetiiina ostatnich spada do prumtlru. 

Na uzemi mestske i!&sti Brno-stfed se vyskytuji nejen vsechny funkcni z6ny, typicke pro 
mesta velikosti a funkce Brna, ale i temet ceIe spektrum probIemu obytneho prosttedi. 
Extremnfmi hodnotami kvality obytneho prostfedi jsou na jedne strane okrsky rodinnych 
domu katastralnich uzemf Stranice a Pislirky se stabilnim socialnfm prostfedfm, s dostat
kem zelentl, nfzkou intenzitou funkcnich stfetu a na strantl druM okrsky zchatraIeho do
movniho fondu v katastralnich uzemich Zabrdovice a Trnita s nadprumtlrnym vYskytem 
socialne probIemovYch sku pin obyvatelstva, s nedostatkem vefejne zelentl a zavainymi 
stfety mezi bydlenfm, vYrobnfmi a dopravnfmi aktivitami. 

Prlimernou kvalitu obytneho prostfedi reprezentujf zejmena obytne okrsky centra 
a znacne casti subcentralni z6ny zejmena v severnfm a zapadnim koridoru. Ukazatele 
urovntl bydleni zde dosahujf prumtlrnych hod not, vefejne zelene je dostatek, funkcni kon
flikty vyplyvaji zejmena ze stfetu s intenzivnf dopravou a z nahromadeni ruznych aktivit. 
I zde se vyskytujf socialne probIemove skupiny obyvatel. 

Smyslem tohoto pfispevku bylo pfedstavit filozofii jednoho z pfistupu k analyze zivot
nfho prostfedi ve mestech. Slo 0 to uvest obytne prostfed{ jako relativne komplexni kate
gorii tvofenou pfirodnimi, technickymi i socialnfmi faktory mimo jine i jako pokus 
postaveni alternativy k ekologickemu hodnocenf zivotnfho prostfedf, kladouciho do centra 
pozornosti biologicke aspekty. V ZAdnem pffpadtl nam neiilo 0 "vypoCtenf" kvality obytneho 
prostfedf na zakladtl stanovenych algoritmu. Chceme naopak zduraznit tradicni geo
graficke metody jako pozorovani, mapovani v terenu, rozhovor a podobne. Zkusenost pfi 
vnimanf zivota mtlsta a jeho jednotlivych casU muze ntlkdy odrazet podstatu reality Iepe 
nei exaktni metody. 

Obr. 1 - Brno: kvalita obytneho prostfedf: 1 - velmi dobra (7-S bodu - viz tab. 1),2 - dobra 
(9-10), 3 - prlimtlrna (11-12), 4 - spatna (13-14),5 - velmi spatna (15-16) 

Obr. 2 - Panorama mtlstske casti Brno-stfed (pohlednicel 
Obr. 3 - Brno-stfed: kvalita obytneho prostfed{: 1 - velmi dobra (4-7 bodu - viz tab. 1),2-

dobra (S-10), 3 - prumtlrna (11-13), 4 - spatna (14-17), 5 - velmi spatna (1S-20), 6 -
uzemf bez obytne funkce 
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